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MULTIWEIGHER BATCHING MACHINE FOR SEMI-PRESERVES

LOT 8-16 SEMI 

LOT-8/16: is a line consisting of several independent and synchronised components, 
depending on the process or formats.

New generation, designed by PALINOX INGENIERÍA Y PROYECTOS and developed for 
the food sector, for hostile, aggressive and high humidity environments.

This equipment performs the functions of batching using the method of combining portions 
of fresh product for semi-preserved products. 

The basic operation of the machine consists of the product entering through the feed 
hopper onto the conveyor with hinged flaps. These flaps feed the weighing bowls, where 
the weight is captured and subsequently stored in the lower drawers to combine them and 
obtain the target weight.

It is ideal for batches of 2.5 to 10 kilos. Easy to maintain and operate. 

The line is fed automatically by means of a dosing hopper, which intelligently doses the 
weigher according to the product and format required at any given moment. It is enough to 
deposit the products in the hopper for the rest to be done automatically.

By means of a conveyor and with pushers, forming compartments, there are several ways 
to collect the heavy batches:

Ÿ Manual: By means of a manual filler and foot pedal or pneumatic button, from two jets 

simultaneously.
Ÿ   Tailor-made tray filling device with automatic loading of trays into trays of traysealers.
Ÿ   Filling directly on a bag closing machine with automatic head.
The loading of each bowl can optionally be carried out automatically and intelligently, 

By means of a conveyor with hinged flaps, the circulating and continuous goods will be 
deposited in the bowls to be filled or to complete the weighing, according to the pre-
programmed weight. The whole system works by means of an electronic motor and 
pneumatic pistons with high resistance to humidity.

It has a touch screen, resistant and functional, with optional accessories.
It is possible to achieve up to 14 weighings per minute. This will depend on the 
minimum weight we have programmed and the product in question and its format. 

(*) Dimensions and powers are generic
 and are subject to change depending on 

       of real needs. 



TFT touch screen, 6'' 256 colours

Detail of the weighing bowls

Robust stainless steel AISI 304 construction Yes

Connection 440v. III 50/60 Hz Yes

Electrical power (Kw.) 1.5

Moisture Protection Rating (IP-65) Yes

YesConveyor belts, modular polyethylene (hard 

plastic) with pushers and smooth

TFT touch screen, 7'' 256 colours Yes

Stainless steel load cells, (IBM1-IP68) with sensitivity 
adjustment +-01%. Yes

Configurable weight parameters, max/min and auto 
tare (0) with easy on-screen calibration Yes

It incorporates 8 tilting weighing bowls with 16 
selection stations and 16,000 weight possibilities. Yes

Data capture for data communication from 
external systems. Yes

Programming and storage of different types of recipes. Yes

Pneumatic actuation (6 bar)
Optional

Pistons and other stainless steel pneumatics and 
required consumption (6 bar) Yes

*Number of batches/minute with full line
(normal situations)

12/14

Easy access to cleaning with standardised and 
food-grade belts and plastics Yes

Maximum product dimensions tested: 250x125. 
Maximum product weight (1.5 kg). Yes

Detail of trap doors 

Power supply and charging detail Detail of evacuation conveyor and 
batch filling

Full line detail

GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS 
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